
CHRISTINA HILL
chill3110@gmail.com / 07599884001chill3110@gmail.com / 07599884001

BATHBATH

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am writing to apply for the Freelance Video Editor role at Euphoric Solutions

which I saw advertised through Indeed.

I have recently obtained my degree in Film, Television and Digital Production

from Bath Spa University and now I am looking for another start in the industry.

I am so interested in this job as I have always loved cars and car content and I

know I can provide consistent high quality content for all clients.

I currently edit for a Youtube Channel, and run my own photography Instagram

and I can ensure you that all of my content is to the highest standard. Editing

for a Youtube Channel has equipped me with the ability to create videos with a

consistent style everytime.

Alongside my studies, I have been a freelance photographer, editor and

separately a runner for programmes on National Geographic and most

recently, "War on Plastic: The Fight Goes on" on the BBC. These roles have

allowed me to show my abilities as a reliable, organised and creative team

player.

During my time at university, I have produced, directed, written and edited short

films and sitcoms, both in a studio and on location, I understand the full

editorial process and have camera shooting skills. 

There is nothing I love more than working in a team, collaborating with others

and bringing creative ideas to life. I am an extremely organised and creative

individual and I work very well in flexible and reactive environments.

I have a strong knowledge of all social media platforms and Adobe programs

and am always in the loop to everything happening and I know I can offer fresh

and exciting ideas. I also enjoy colour grading and incorporating graphics.

I would love to prove to you that I am a reliable, creative and helpful pair of

hands and I would love to work with such a creative and fun company. I hope

you consider my application.

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Kind regards,

Christina Hill

                                                                                                                          CV attached



PRODUCER / DIRECTOR / WRITER

"Off the Record"  & "Sold Out" - Sep 2017 - Jan 2018 |

Feb 2018 - May 2018

PRODUCER / DIRECTOR

Recruited a crew and assigned roles

Worked closely alongside the director to

produce their creative vision

Oversaw all aspects of production

Checked in with crew at all times to

ensure deadlines were being met

Had editorial control of the show

"UnEXpected Turbulence" | Sep 2018 - Jan 2019

PRODUCER

"Livewire" | Feb -  May 2019

LIGHTING / SET DESIGN 

PRODUCER / CAMERA OPERATOR

"Accident & Emergency" | Sept - Nov 2019

"REBU" | Nov 2019 - Jan 2020

Casted acts for final art performance show

Oversaw all aspects of production

Checked in with all members of crew to make sure

deadlines were met

Worked closely with director to source everything

they needed for their creative vision and the final

show

Worked alongside the Director and Producer to

discuss and plan a lighting plan and set design

Created a full lighting plan, set of cues, and

playbacks

Full control of lighting during rehearsals and record

days

Made a set design plan, organised all set pieces and

props

Organising crew throughout all stages of

production and ensuring that all tasks are

complete and deadlines are met

Liasing with contacts outside of

production

Working closely alongside the Director to

ensure their creative vision can be met

Editoral control over whole show

Attending casting sessions

Wrote the script for the sitcom

Casting / Worked with actors

Led crew and oversaw all aspects of production

Had editoral control of the show

Worked with all aspects of crew to create my

creative vision

Directed in rehearsals and on record day in studio

RUNNER

TEDxBristol/Floating Harbour | Nov 2019

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT / RUNNER 

Keo Films | Dec 2019 | Feb 2020

Assistance to both the TEDx production team as well

as Floating Harbour production team. I helped out

with the speakers and the organisers of the TEDx

event and the production team who were filming and

broadcasting the event. 

I have done two placements with Keo Films in Bristol. In

December 2019, I assisted the production team in their Bristol

office on two projects, "Gathering Storms" for National

Geographic and "Plastics" for the BBC. I helped out with data

wrangling, logging footage, transcribing interviews and

research.

In February 2020, I helped the production team with set

design, props and costume as well as other running and

production duties for a shoot for BBC 1's "War on Plastics with

Hugh and Anita", which I also received a credit for.

PRODUCER / EDITOR

"Sparks South West Ball 2019" Promotional Video 

Oct 2019 - Jan 2020

Recruited a crew and assigned roles

Worked closely alongside the director to

produce their creative vision

Oversaw all aspects of production

Checked in with crew at all times to

ensure deadlines were being met, both

during production and post production

Booked all edit suites and made an

editing rota for the group

Edited up until picture lock

PRODUCER / EDITOR

"Turkish Delight Show"  - Youtube Channel | May 2020 - Present

Producer and Editor of a Youtube channel, "Turkish Delight

Show", receiving footage and creating a quick turn around for

a rough cut and then final cut. I follow the brief from the

creator whilst also sharing my own opinions and creative

decisions. As well as picture editing, I grade the picture and

edit the sound. 

VERY CONFIDENT WITH ADOBE PREMIERE PRO AND FINAL CUT PRO X

CERTIFICATE IN CORONAVIRUS BASIC AWARENESS IN PRODUCTION TRAINING

FULL, CLEAN DRIVING LICENCE AND CAR

@CHRISTINAHILLPHOTOGRAPHY ON INSTAGRAM

DEVELOPMENT ADVISOR

"Vuni" | Nov 2019 - Present

Part of the start up team for the a new

short content platform for Young

Creatives in the West of England.

Launching September 2020

CHRISTINA HILL
experience

EDITOR "Wuhan to Wales"  | Aug 2020 - Present

Editor of short film, "Wuhan to Wales",

Receiving, transcoding, logging and

editing of footage whilst working

remotely and sending footage for review.

work experience
TIVOLI CINEMAS

Supervisor | March 2019 - Present

OTHER BAR WORK RANGING FROM

SEPTEMBER 2016 - MAY 2019

Serving customers with outstanding customer service

Stock taking and ordering

Cash Handling and Counting

Leading team and assigning roles

Managing team on busy shifts

Confidently handling difficult situations 

Working well under pressure and time constraints

Working well in a team

Supervisor at Bath Rugby, England

Frank Owens' Bar, Limavady, Ireland

Dubai Duty Free Irish Open, Ireland

Belushi's, Bath, England

academic history

2:1 (69.54%) IN FILM, TELEVISION & DIGITAL PRODUCTION AT BATH SPA

UNIVERSITY

LIMAVADY GRAMMAR SCHOOL, 3 A-LEVELS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE,

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS DESIGN AND MOVING IMAGE ARTS

10 GCSES A-C GRADE

REFERENCES AND PORTFOLIO AVAILABLE ON REQUEST


